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S P E C I A L C O M M E M O R AT I V E E D I T I O N

The 1982 ABANA
Conference Revisited
December 2002

A Message from Doug Learn
ABANA President
To the Appalachian Blacksmiths Association:
In the 20 plus years since the 1982 conference at Ripley, ABANA, along with blacksmithing
and indeed the rest of the world, has changed
greatly.
ABANA now has over 5100 members, Dues are
$45, Anvil’s Ring is larger and in color, and Hammer’s Blow has been added to our publications.
The Internet has greatly expanded the reach of
ABANA (over 1 million annual hits on ABANA’s
website). And there are now over 50 affiliated
groups working with ABANA to spread the message of blacksmithing.
The resurgence of blacksmithing and the recognition of smithing in many other cultures has
evolved to reach all around the world, as evidenced by the 2002 conference in LaCrosse, WI.
Indeed, the resurgence of blacksmithing has perhaps exceeded the grandest wishes of ABANA’s
founders who in 1973 gathered at Lumpkin, GA to
start this organization.

I heartily recommend that you join ABANA to
help you keep informed of advances by the blacksmithing community. The membership dues are
still a bargain for the wealth of knowledge that is
provided, now for nearly 30 years.
But some things have remained the same. Fortunately, the Anvil’s Ring continues to be a forum
of artist-blacksmith excellence. The slide library is
in Memphis, and the lending of video tapes from
the ABANA library continues. And as Pete Minier
wrote in your 1981 newsletter, it still seems impossible that some smiths do not know of ABANA.
That is a situation I ask all of you to help us with.
For in numbers and cooperation between ABANA
and the affiliates there is strength and mutual
benefits.
On behalf of ABANA, thank you for your service
to blacksmithing, ABA and ABANA.
Doug Learn
Citizen of West Virginia, 1977-1985
A Mountaineer in Spirit forever
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The Big Picture
What We Sometimes Take for Granted
By Dave Allen, Editor
In preparing the article about
the 1982 ABANA conference at Cedar Lakes, I noticed that two demonstrators came here from countries that no longer exist—Alfred
Habermann (Czechoslovakia) and
Aachim Kuhn (East Germany). With
the fall of the Berlin Wall, the two
Germanys united and the Czechs
sought to divide into two republics.
The force that separated Germany but held Czechoslovakia together was the former Soviet Union. It would do us well to take a
moment and remember just what a
horrible force these Soviets were.
I asked Bill Fiorini, who was in
charge of demonstrators for the
conference, just how difficult it was
for Messrs. Kuhn and Habermann
to travel here. He said that he
wrote several letters to the appropriate consulates before the governments relented and allowed
them their travel visas. That such
permission was ever granted surprised just about everyone.
Even so, the USSR feared that
the blacksmiths would defect once
they arrived in America. Aachim
Kuhn was allowed to bring his wife,
Helgard, but their children were
not. Alfred Habermann, on the
other hand, had to travel without
any of his family. For all practical
purposes, their loved ones were
held hostages with threat of reprisal should either man defect.
Since then, the Berlin Wall fell.
Yet, we shouldn’t forget what great
effort it took to bring it down.
International meetings like the
‘82 conference helped breach the
wall by joining together diverse people with common interests. Lasting

Berlin Wall going up;
JFK makes his famous
“Ich bin ein Berliner” speech
AP Photos

friendships were made and mutual
admiration developed.
ABANA persevered to secure
travel visas for two blacksmiths, a
small victory in the Cold War but an
important victory just the same.
Speaking for the present day, I
thank everyone in the past who
made this conference happen—
even the attendees. You helped
tear down the infamous wall.

The other story that Bill Fiorini
told me was that many attendees
did not pre-register for the ‘82 conference. Then, all of a sudden,
blacksmiths started pouring in.
I can only assume that, “Build it
and they will come.”, means something totally different in America
than it did in the former USSR.
The times really have changed
in two decades. Let’s hope that the
good we have brought about never
disappears, for too many people
sacrificed too much to get us here.
Newsletter Editor: Dave Allen
640 Davisson Run Rd.
Clarksburg, WV 26301
304-624-7248
anvilwork@aol.com
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The 1982 Conference
By Dave Allen

Twenty years ago, 750 blacksmiths met at Cedar Lakes and all they talked about was iron. In a couple of
interesting ‘ironies’, the Iron Curtain had lifted long enough to allow Alfred Habermann and Aachim Kuhn to
come to America to demonstrate their skills and the British blacksmith contingent rallied behind their Iron
Maiden (PM Margaret Thatcher) in Britain’s war against Argentina for control of the Falklands Islands. Yes,
these were heady days in the world political scene and I point them out to show you how much the world has
changed in just two decades.
ABANA has changed. It’s membership is now about 4 times bigger than in ‘82. If you have been to a more
recent ABANA Conference, then you know that the crowds swell beyond 750!
And ABA has changed. In ’82, we weren’t even a chapter of ABANA. But that was remedied at the conference
with the ABANA board naming the Appalachian Blacksmiths Association an honorary chapter.
I hope you enjoy some of the scraps and tidbits that were sent in for this trip down memory lane. Our newsletters were rather threadbare on coverage at the time. Even the ANVIL’S RING coverage was sparse compared
to today.
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Print and
Publishing
Information
The Appalachian Blacksmiths Association Newsletter
is composed and written by the
Editor except as noted.
The material printed herein
may not be reproduced without
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and/or the respective submitter. All photos reprinted from
the Anvil’s Ring are with permission from ABANA.
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formed under Sec. 501(c)3,
and is an affiliate of the Artist
Blacksmiths Association of
North America.
This is a special reprint of
articles that appeared in the
September and December
2002 newsletters.
© 2002
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PHOTOS FROM THE SUMMER
1982 ANVIL’S RING

PETER ROSS at Cedar Lakes
From the ABA Newsletter, January ‘83

5. The Boat, by Peter Minier, Morgantown, WV; forged, approx 2’ x 2.5’
6. Novelty Parrot (winner of the 1982 coveted ‘Wally Award’, presented annually by Richard Quinnell of England for whimsy in ironwork), by Barry
Wheeler of Akron, OH; forged and fabricated steel and wood (parrot moves
and talks by pushing handle), approximately 10” tall.
7. Sculpture by David L. Schwalbe of Cedarburg, WI, forged; approx. 8” high

The 1982 Demonstrators
Manfred Bredohl

W. Germany

Alfred Habermann

Czechoslovakia

Stuart Hill

England

Aachim Kuhn

E. Germany

Peter Ross

Williamsburg, VA

Jack Andrews

Paoli, PA

Ivan Bailey

Savannah, GA

Jack Brubaker

Nashville, IN

Dimitri Gerakaris

N. Canaan, NH

Don Hawley

Pinole, CA

L. Brent Kington

Carbondale, IL

Jan Brooks Loyd

Charlotte, NC

Eric Moebius

Plain, WI

Jud Nelson

Sugar Valley, GA

Gary Noffke

Farmington, GA

Joel Swartz

Deansboro, NY

Jim Wallace

Memphis, TN

Joe Volz

Mahopas, NY

Dave,
The '82 conference featured Aachim Kuhn & Freddie Habermann, our first look at smithing behind the Iron Curtain. (They
both got special dispensation to attend). The Berlin Wall of
course was still up. A large contingent of Brits (Stuart Hill was a
featured demonstrator.) attended, including the now wellknown Richard Quinnell and his Wally Award. Peter Ross, Jud
Nelson, Thomas Marquesan (sp?), and Joe Sepp Volz were
among the all-star cast of demonstrators.
Paul Lacy, Tooling Foreman
These notes followed the list of demonstrators:
Richard Quinnell of Surrey, England, is planning to bring a contingent of about 20 smiths from the British Artist-blacksmith's Association.
John Dittmeir has promised an inspiring lecture on the development of modern ironwork in France.
Harvey Yellin and Frederic Crist are putting together a special
exhibit on the ironwork of Samuel Yellin, following certain works
from their inspiration as shop drawings to their fulfillment at installation.
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Dave,
I remember being
so anxious over the
value of the items in
the show, that I
slept in the exhibit
hall while they were
on display!
Since several
smiths who had
work on display had
to leave early, but
didn't want to remove their objects
from the display
before the documentary photos
were taken, I was
shipping things
back for a month.
I was afraid that I
was going to cost
someone a commission or a sale, but
everything went
smoothly.
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MANFRED BREDOHL, Aachen,
GER, studied under the late Fritz
Ulrich. His creativity at the forge
is matched only by his effervescence as a demonstrator. Manfred's excellent sense of design
and mastery of the air-hammer
have made his work very popular
in Germany and himself very
popular as a demonstrator in the
United States. Manfred will be
demonstrating his air-hammer
techniques.
Manfred (56) died this past
April from cancer. The above is
his bio from the 1982 program
guide.

PHOTOS FROM THE SUMMER
1982 ANVIL’S RING

Skip Roberts,
Exhibit Director

Above: Fireplace crane by Tom Brandt of Noblesville, IN; forged, approx 3’ long
Right: Aachim Kuhn (top) of E. Berlin, with the assistance of his lovely wife Helgard,
not only presented information about the work of his late and great father, Fritz
Kuhn, but demonstrated the nature of his own work which has made him an international master in his own right.
Stuart Hill of Claydon, Suffolk, England carves one of his famous frogs.
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ABA To Host National Conference
Because of ABA’s outstanding success as an
organization and the dedication with which its members have worked to expand the knowledge of blacksmithing, it has been chosen as the host organization
for the 1982 national conference of ABANA (The Artist
Blacksmith’s Association of North America).
The site of the conference will be at the Cedar
Lakes Conference Center at Ripley, WV, home of the
ABA blacksmith shop supported by the West Virginia
Dept. of Education.
During the past three years, ABA has been working toward this conference. The opportunities afforded
by this conference in our own backyard are a chance
of a lifetime for all ABA members. Over 500 smiths
from the United States and Canada as well as smiths
from all around the globe will be gathering for four
days to exchange their knowledge of blacksmithing.
Ongoing demonstrations by national and international
smiths will provide a wealth of knowledge and skills
for smiths of all levels. A special site will provide continuous demonstrations of “bread-and-butter” items—
experienced production smiths forging their best mon-

eymakers. Besides the demonstrations, there will be:
an exhibit of current works by attendees; blacksmithing films; slides; lecturers; and the overwhelming exchange of information that occurs with the bringing
together of so many smiths.
ABA has lots of work to do and needs lots of
hands to help make this conference a success. If you
want to become a part of this conference, offer your
help now by contacting one of the conference committee members where you feel you can help.
From the August 1981 ABA Newsletter

From the ABA
archives:

WHO IS ABANA?
Although it seems almost impossible, there may
be some people who have never heard of ABANA.
About 60% of ABA' s members are already members of ABANA.
The Artist-Blacksmiths' Association of North
America started in 1973. It is a non-profit organization run on a volunteer basis dedicated to the expansion of knowledge on the art of blacksmithing. It
holds a national conference every two years and publishes a quarterly journal, "The Anvil's Ring", which is
approximately 50 pages long and covers blacksmithing around the world as well as tips and techniques.
“The Anvil's Ring" has become a forum for the
exchange of ideas and information between blacksmiths. New services provided by ABANA include: a
slide lending library--to be expanded to include film; a
published list of available demonstrators; and e complete membership list.
ABANA now consists of over 1500 members and
is growing daily. This organization is highly recommended to all ABA members and anyone who has an
interest in blacksmithing. The annual membership
dues of $25.00 is small compared to the wealth of
information provided year after year.
Pete Minier, Editor
From the August 1981 ABA Newsletter

Dave,
I attended the 1982 conference but I was not
one of the workers. I remember that Joe Humble
was ABANA President.
Joe Volz (above) was my favorite demonstrator. He came to the US in 1928 from Germany.
After the conference, my son, Jeff, and I spent
a week with Joe at his home in Mahopac, NY. We
had a great time and learned a lot.
Joe Harris
Photo from Jan 1983 ABA Newsletter
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work on a national or international level, such as constructing cathedral gates.
Various items are on exhibit during the convention, which
continues through Sunday. Guns, knives, traditional tools,
Charleston Gazette, May 21, 1982
tables, chairs, toys, mobiles, free-form sculptures and armor
are displayed by different craftsmen.
By Kelly Messinger
Some are for sale and others are for display purposes
The two Germans and the American sweating in the huonly, Roberts said. “They are showing off for each other and
mid afternoon spoke few words, but each knew exactly what not pushing sales. That’s not our aim.”
the other was trying to say, for in the rolling hills of Cedar
Lakes this week, the hammer sings a universal language.
Joe Harris submitted this article. A large photo of Stuart
Others came from France, Austria, and England—more
Hill forging a frog from 1” stock accompanied the article.
than 700—for the 1982 National Conference of the ArtistHowever, due to the age of the newsprint, the photo did not
Blacksmith’s Association of North America.
scan well. The lead headline in that day’s newspaper was
This breed of blacksmiths does not rely on crude ham“Britain, Argentina poised for war; talks dead”.
mers and anvils to craft only horseshoes. In fact, it pleases
exhibition director Skip Roberts to say there isn’t a single
horseshoe in the place.
Hi Dave,
Machines that pound metal and large furnaces with elecThe 11 mo. old daughter
tric fans have replaced the image of the village smithy under
spoken of in this article is
the chestnut tree. Most of the metal is still worked by hand
Tyana. She is now 21 and mid
though, including large pieces, which may require three or
-way through with her Senior
more people manipulating them.
year at college, majoring in
“When you forge in a group, you are more like a family,”
Astro-Physics. She demonsaid Manfred Bredohl, a demonstrator from Aachen, West
strated at the 2000 ABANA
Germany. Teamwork is important, and being able to know
conference in Flagstaff and
what is expected from the blacksmith makes the job
did an exceptionally nice pressmoother once the group understands each other, he said.
entation. She also was on the
Speaking in slow, smooth English, the 38-year old BreAmerican team demonstratdohl said he constructs useful articles and free-form art
ing in 2002 at LaCrosse. Ty
sculpture. He creates decorative pieces for buildings, such
loves the forge and anvil work
as window grilles and railings.
almost as much as she likes
Before beginning a demonstration for the crowd, Bredohl,
crunching numbers and lookhis curly brown hair pasted to the sides of his face with pering at the universe!
spiration, said, “We’ll see what we can do with this little hamDorothy Stiegler
mer.”
Photos courtesy of Dorothy Stiegler
His “little hammer” was a machine as tall as himself, in
Photos: Ty at Ripley in 1982 and at LaCrosse in 2002
which he inserted an orange glowing iron rod between two
continuous striking piston-shaped parts.
Not far from Bredohl, Dorothy Stiegler walked the
grounds and talked about her life as a blacksmith. She began swinging her hammer in 1975 at age 30. The Rochester,
Wash. native and former radiology technician works with her
husband. This is their full-time employment, which is unusual
in this country, she said.
“You have to feel you are invincible,” she said. “Don’t
ever say you might not make it. We feel so many people give
over their philosophies to their bosses and don’t have any
for themselves. In smithing, you can feel really productive.”
Stiegler’s 14-year old son helps out at their shop.
“Smithing is a trade you can pass on to your children,” she
said. She also has an 11-month old daughter “who spends a
lot of time in the forge” due to her mother’s designing and
forging.
“My husband, Ed, does the finishing details,” she said.
“We don’t aspire to be rich, but we feel comfortable. We’re
willing to work at it.”
Stiegler’s long-range goals are to have a larger shop and

Blacksmiths pitch horseshoe
stereotype for that of artist
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It takes a lot of work and setting up to make a conference successful.
These photos are of the workers during the days before the conference
From the January, 1983 ABA Newsletter
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Dear Dave,
We had only one forge in the main
shop (for the meet) which was the red
Buffalo smoke eater which is there to
this day. All of the other forges and our
beloved Burnside stove were temporarily removed. I (crudely) converted the
Buffalo and our other demo forges to
electric blower operation. Bleachers
were set then up inside. The 50 Lb.
Little Giant remained in place but was
unused except in the evenings and by
Joel Schwartz who did a power hammer
tooling demo on it.
I never saw Alfred or Manfred use
any other hammer but the Reiter KB-1
on loan from Centaur. Bill Peih was
justifiably concerned about the air
hammer and wanted to be present for
any evening try-outs by attendees. I
was very flattered to be entrusted with
the air hammer. Bill told me to enjoy
myself. (I had not run an air hammer
prior to this and could not have been
happier if a Ferrari salesman handed
me the car keys.)
As tooling foreman, I made the arrangements to get the hammers and
the three phase converters. This included transportation, setup, and wiring, The second hammer was in the
nearby picnic shelter. One coal forge
was there also.
Tom Markusen had a gas forge of
his own in station two for his nonferrous metal demo. Other than the
Reiter, station two was beautifully
tooled by Emmert Studebaker. Larry
Wood brought the stuff down and rolled
up his sleeves and went to work. I had
no worries about station two.
Jay Hurley supplied a hammer (his
first) which he had just hauled in from
Michigan to tool station three.
Paul Lacy
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Glenn Conner photo

Five of the demonstrators tried their hand at the new
Reiter air hammer which was set up at the conference.
They were just fiddlin’ around to test the machine.
Paul Lacy welded the five work pieces together
at the end of the conference. This piece is still at
the Cedar Lakes blacksmith shop. 58”t x 40”w

The 1982 ABANA Conference retrospective is
downloadable from the ABA Website:
www.appaltree.net/aba/82abana.htm
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From Ed & Linda Stutler’s album

Alfred Habermann
starts a ‘secret’
demo which in time
becomes a pretty
good corkscrew!

Stuart Hill and Glenn Horr

“In the good old days!”
Campers had their run of the park.

Ivan Bailey

GALLERY EXHIBITS
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L to r: “Horse” Schlessinger, Joe Sendecky, and Alfred Habermann.
Joe lived near Clarksburg and served as a translator at the conference. He was lead blacksmith at the Union Carbide plant. Joe died in
an auto accident in 1992 and is missed by all who new him.

Joe Volz

The ABA offers
its thanks to
Ed & Linda
Stutler for use
of their photos of
the 1982 ABANA
Conference.
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A friend and I drove to the Ripley conference from central
New Jersey, a one-way distance of about 450 miles. British
blacksmith Michael Malleson attended the conference and rode
back with us. He was amazed that Americans would drive 450
miles, one way, for what was essentially a long-weekend event.
For Michael, that was like driving the length of England and up
into Scotland for the weekend. Ripley was a modest longweekend jaunt from New Jersey, I explained. I was a hobbyist
making the trip, and Michael wondered even more at that.
Ian Walker, Stonington, Maine

The 1982 ABANA
Conference Revisited
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I did this demo: Forming with Acid. I recently
found my demo piece and photographed it for you.
The knife was etched in a 50% solution of nitric
from an 8" circular saw blade. No tools were used
on it. The form, rivet holes and taper in the blade
were all etched. I remember very few people came
near the demo because of the big yellow cloud. I
used plastic tape and red enamel for the resist. I
believe Dixon Tool Supply asked me to move further
away from their display, which was inside a building
about 50 yards from my area on the lawn.
Gary Noffke

Stuart Hill laid out the cutting lines for the
Mollusk. After he began cutting the lines, he
then passed the torch to let others work on
the piece.
Stutler photos

I was there.
My recollections are:
1. Sleeping in the dorms with blacksmiths.
2. Alfred Habermann's comment at his demo. When asked what he was making: " If it comes out good—a sculpture, if not
a candleholder."
3. A late night extemporaneous demo with Jim Wallace and Jack Brubaker. Working on some spindle shapes one forged
half the length of a bar and put it in the fire for a second heat. They finished each others piece and adapted the started
design to their own. A very creative moment.
4. Joel Schwartz forging handrail material in an open faced die on a 50# Little Giant.
5. The first appearance of "The Unknown Blacksmith" in his paper hat. 1982 had a TV show (the Gong Show) that had a
comic with a paper bag over his head, The Unknown Comic.
6. The first showing of the German air hammers, then known as Reiter.
7. Tom Bredlow doing Repousse on 16 ga. sheet.
Bob Bergman
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Stuart Hill, cutting the design
and standing with the finished
“Mollusk”, part of the ABANA permanent collection at the National
Ornamental Metals Museum.
Top photo: ABA Newsletter 1/83
Right: Nat’l Orn. Metals Museum

PHOTOS FROM THE SUMMER 1982 ANVIL’S RING
Column right: from top to bottom, Demonstrators
Joe Volz, Thomas Markusan, Alfred Habermann,
And the exhibit gallery.
Bottom:
Forged steel by Joseph Brandon, Baton Rouge, LA
Kinetic sculpture with glass by Jack Brubaker,
Nashville, IN
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COPY OR CLIP FORM AND
MAIL WITH DUES
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM —TYPE or PRINT Clearly
ABA dues are $10.00 per year (Jan. 1 to Dec. 31) Make check payable to Appalachian Blacksmiths Assn.
NAME___________________________________________
ADDRESS________________________________________
CITY/ST/ZIP______________________________________
TEL:________________ E-MAIL_____________________
SEND FORM AND CHECK TO:
BOYD HOLTAN, SEC’Y/TREAS.
505 COSGRAY RUN RD.
CORE, WV 26529
THIS FORM IS ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE ABA WEB SITE

We need
more
members.
There is only so
much pride in
being a dying
breed. Recruit a
new member for
the ABA!

